
 

 

 

 

Expert.ai participates in the GLOBAL MEGATRENDS 
CONFERENCE 

 

 
 

Modena, September 6, 2021 

 

 

Expert.ai announces its participation in the GLOBAL MEGATRENDS CONFERENCE, 

organized by TP ICAP Midcap, on Tuesday, September 7, 2021 in Paris (and in virtual 
mode). 

  

Artificial Intelligence is among the trends in focus at the event, especially the areas 
of application with the greatest potential and the technologies that are significantly 

impacting business processes and accelerating the innovation and digital 
transformation paths of companies and public administrations. 

  

Stefano Spaggiari, Executive Chairman of expert.ai, will highlight the potential 

of natural language understanding and natural language processing to the financial 
community, as demonstrated by the capabilities of the expert.ai platform aimed at 

making the adoption of artificial intelligence easier and more pervasive.  

  

The expert.ai presentation will be made public on the morning of the event on the 

company's website in the Investor Relations section under Presentations. 
  
This press release is available on the company's website at https://www.expert.ai/ and at 

www.emarketstorage.com. 

 

 
Expert.ai 

Expert.ai (EXAI:IM) is the premier artificial intelligence platform for language understanding. Its 

unique approach to hybrid natural language combines symbolic human-like comprehension and 

machine learning to extract useful knowledge and insight from unstructured data to 

improve decision making. With a full range of on-premises, private and public cloud offerings, 

expert.ai enhances business operations, accelerates and scales natural language data science 

capabilities while simplifying AI adoption across a vast range of industries, including insurance, 

banking & finance, publishing & media, defense & intelligence, life science & pharma, and oil, gas 

& energy. Expert.ai has cemented itself at the forefront of natural language solutions and serves 

global businesses such as AXA XL, Zurich Insurance Group, Generali, The Associated Press, 

Bloomberg INDG, BNP Paribas, Rabobank,  Gannett, and EBSCO. 



 

 

For more information, visit https://www.expert.ai. Join the expert.ai Community! Follow us 

on LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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